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1. INTRODUCTION

\‘rhis report supplements TRACOR Report No. SD-67-0007-C,
“Determination of Shi ~irse and Speed troin Transmitted SignaL
Frequency”, dated 22 March 1967. The work of that report is
extended here to cover the following two additional cases:,

l.~~~urface vessel transmitting with full-doppler
nullification but with broad beams instead of
narrow~, civ.J

2.~----,$urface vessel transmitting with half-doppler
nullification and submarine utilizing side-lobe
frequency information.~~

It is shown in this report that the submarine will be
able to calculate surface vessel course and speed when the surface
vessel is transmitting broad-beam full-doppler nullified signals.
An additional observation of frequency and bearing is required of
the submarine over the narrow-beam case.

The utilization of side-lobe frequency information has
been found to make it possible for the submarine to calculate sur-
face vessel course and speed in the half-doppler nullification
case. Equations have been derived for these course and speed
values for the case of narrow-beam transmissions. It is shown
that solution is theoretically possible even in the broad-beam
case.

. 
.
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2 • BROAD BEAN SIGNALS WITH FULL-DOPPLER NULLIFICATION

An analysis, given in the original report, shows that
when a surface vessel is known to be pinging with full-doppler
nullification, a submarine can calculate the surface vessel’s
course and speed from two observations of the bearing and frequency
of the incoming signal. This analysis, however, was based on the
assumption that the surface vessel was transmitting narrow beam
pulses and that all observations of signal frequency were made
when the narrow beam was aimed at the submarine.

I
The use of broad transmit beams by the surface vessel

will require modification of this analysis. The frequency at which
the surface vessel drives the array will remain

~~ + 
~c 

80

where 0
~ 
is the centerbeam direction. The frequency into the water,

however, will become

f
f C [1+!cos e]V l+ .~!cog ~~ 

c

or 
~c 
[1 + cos 0 - .

~~~~~~ cos 80J
wher. 0 ii any direction of radiation under consideration and may
be the same as or different from 0~ , the centerbeam direction.
With this signal in the water, the submarine will now hear

fRS Pd 
~~ [i 

+~~~cos 0 ~~~cOs 001 Il +~~~~cos q’]

or 
~~ 

[i + ~~~ 
0 - ~~~ 0

0 + ~~~

-2—
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This equation is similar to that found for the narrow
beam case, but does involve one additional unknown, 00~ 

the
centerbeam direction. If observations of signal frequency and
bearing to the surface ship are made by the submarine three times
now, instead of two, five equations with five unknowns (81, 02,
83) e0, v) will result instead of the previous three equations
and three unknowns (ei, 

~2’ 
v). This is on the assumption that

the submarine knows that the centerbeam direction, 0~ , is the
same for all three observations. If the surface vessel has a
regular azimuthal sweep routine and the submarine makes its
observations on successive sweeps, this seems to be a realistic
assumption.

It appears, then, that it will be possible for the sub-
marine to determine the surface vessel’s course and speed even
when the surface vessel is transmitting broad beams. However, no
attempt has been made here to solve the five equations and five
unknowns in order to arrive at the equations for course and speed
in terms of the frequency and bearing measurements which could be

• made by the submarine. It has been considered sufficient to
demonstrate that solution is still theoretically possible.

~~1

—3—
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3. SPEED AND COURSE DETERMINATION WITH HALF-DOPPLER
NULLIFICATION USING SIDELOBE FREQUENCY INFORMATION

For half-doppler nullification, the frequency at which
the surface vessel drives the transmitting array is given by

f
C (1)

l+~~~cos 8c o

where = the frequency to which all centerbèam transmissions
into the water are held

v own-ship’s speed
c speed of sound in water (4900 ft/sec)
8
~ 

centerbeam direction

The frequency transmitted into the water in any direction 8, which
may be on or off the centerbeam direction, is given by

f [1 4 ‘~~~ cos 8] (2)w l+~~~cos 00 
c

or f ~ ~ + .Y (cos e - cos o~)J (3)

For the centerbeam direction, 8 is equal to and the equation
reduces to

(4)

The frequency of the signal received by the submarine
which lies in the direction O~ js given by

—4—
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1~

~RS ~ f [i. + .Y (cos o~ - cos e0)J .11 + —
~~~

. cos cp)

or 
~RS ~ f [] . + ~ (cos e

~ 
- cos o~

) + -
~~~~ cos (6)

Solving for

fRS (7)
1 + ‘~~~ (cos e

~ 
- cos + cos p

If the submarine lies on the centerbeam, e~ equals e~ and the
equation reduces to 

.

(8)
l+-~~~cos p

The submarine will always know from the relative intensity of the
received signal when it lies within the transmitted beam. If
the surface vessel is transmitting narrow beams, 8~ and 8~ will
always be nearly equal when the beam is aimed toward the submarine.
Thus , under these circumstances, the submarine will be able to
calculate from the frequency, 

~~~ 
observed when the beam is

aimed at the submarine, together with readings of its own speed,
and the relative bearing to the surface vessel, p. Solving

for in this manner reduces the number of unknowns in Eq. (6)
from four to three (v, e~, and en) .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .
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,.

By making observations at three separate times, t1, t2,
and t3, three separate equations can be written as follows

~Rs1 
= ~ [i + ~(cos 01 - cos + Cos (9)

~Rs2 
= 

~~~~ 
[1 ÷ ‘~(cos 02 - cos e~

) ÷ -
~~~~ cos 

~2] 
(10)

~RS3 = f [1 + ~ (cos 83 
- cos e~

) + -~~~~~ cos P3] (11)

where 
~Rs1’ ~Rs2’ 

and 
~RS3 are the frequencies , and cp1, p2, and

P3 are the bearings observed by the submarine at times t1, t2 , and
and 01, 02, and 83 are the bearings from the surface vessel

to the submarine which exist at thc~ e times. The centerbeam
direction, 00, and the speed of the surface vessel are assumed to
be of the same unknown value in all three equations. Thus, the
submarine now has three equations and five unknowns, O i, 02, and
03 as well as 00 and v.

The change in bearing from the submarine to the surface
vessel must always be equal to the change in bearing from the
surface vessel to the submarine. Therefore,

02 - 01 — P2 — (12)

03 
- 02 — 

~3 
— 

~2 
(13)

or e2 — 01 - ~~21 where - 

~cp21 p2 - ci (14) H
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and 83 = °2 - &p32 where 
~“~32 ~3 - 

~2 
(15)

This gives two more equations but no more unknowns. Thus, the
submarine has five equations and five unknowns.

Solution of these equations shows that

(16)

K - K
= COS - cos (0 1 + 

~~2l~ 
(17)

1 K - ~2 + (K -K )  cos 
~~ i - 

(K1-K2) cos ‘‘~~~ iw e e — (K1-K3) sin - (K1-K2) sin i~cp31

K = (R S 1 _ 1 ) C _ V c O S~~ (19)

K2 _ ( ~~
52 _ l ) c _ v 5 cos c~2 (20)

-~~

1(
3 = 

(~~~~:~~ 

- 
~~~~~~

_ 

~~~ P3 (2~)

with ~ — surface ship ’s heading

v — surface ship’s velocity

— submarine ’s heading

V5 — submarine ’s velocity

7
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p1 = submarine to ship bearing at time

= submarine to ship bearing at time

p3 = submarine to ship bearing at time

~Rs1 
= frequency measured by submarine at time

~Rs2 
— frequency measured by submarine at time t2

~RS3 = frequency meas~~~d by submarine at time

81 ship to submarine bearing at time t1
82 ship to submarine bearing at time

83 = ship to submarine bearing at time

~~3l~~~~3~~~~l
Ti

In this solution, it is assumed that the relative direc-
tion of training of the transmit beam, 

~~~ 
is the same for all

three observation times, t1, t2, and t3. The submarine has no
direct way of knowing in what direction the surface vessel is
pinging at any time except when the beam is aimed at the submarine.
Even then it is only known to within the beamwidth. But observa-
tions made when the beam is aimed at the submarine are useful only
in determining 

~~ 
Solutions for v, and ~ require readings of

~RS and p when the beam is not aimed at the submarine. If the
surface vessel is sweeping in a regular manner , the frequency
of the sound the submarine hears will shift. in a regular manner

from pulse to pulse. Thus, the maximum and minimum frequencies
would correspond to the azimuthal extremes in direction. If the
surface vessel were sweeping consistently between the same

extremes, the submarine would know when the beam was aimed in
those directions. By counting pulses from those extremes any
other direction could serve as the reference. The solution does

-8-
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not require knowing what the direction is, but merely that all
observations be made when the beam is aimed in the same direction.

If the surface vessel were transmitting broad beams,
and 80 would not necessarily be equal in Eq. (7) and it would

not be possible for the submarine to solve accurately for In
that case, a fourth observation could be made which would add two
more equations to the five in (9) through (13)

~RS4 ~~ 
[1 + ~~(cos 84 - cos e~

) + cos p4]

This would add 84 as an unknown, and if 
~c 

were now considered to
be unknown, the submarine ‘would have seven equations and seven
unknowns. This should make it possible for the submarine to
solve for surface vessel course and speed in the broad transmit-
beam case. No attempt has been made here to evolve this solution..

~~~~~~~~~
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4. CONCLUSIONS

1. It will be possible for a submarine to determine
the course and speed of a surface vessel which is transmitting

broad-beam full-doppler nullified signals. An additional obser-
vation of signal frequency and bearing to the surface vessel will
be required over the narrow-beam case.

2. It will be possible for a submarine to determine
the course and speed of a surface vessel which is transmitting
half-doppler nullified signals. In the narrow-beam case, one
centerbeam and three side-lobe observations of frequency and
bearing are required. For broad-beam transmissions a fourth
side-lobe reading of frequency and bearing is required in place
of the centerbeam readings.

‘ 3. Neither full-doppler nor half-doppler nullification
reveal any more about the surface vessel’s course and speed than
does ordinary no-doppler nullification.
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